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friend Bob Lamm to present ideas that we hoped would contribute to enhanced
disclosure practices.
The five years since we published Disclosure 2020 have seen political,
regulatory, and societal changes that have impacted investor communications
greatly. As a result, today’s disclosures are richer and more insightful than ever
before, with the best among them inspiring confidence and trust in investors and
other stakeholders.
We hope that Argyle has made a meaningful contribution to this movement
towards enhanced investor communications, and as we end the decade, we
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we were sharing in 2015, and review how many have made it into contemporary
disclosures.
Some subjects are still a work in progress. Others, including a richer
presentation of strategy, board oversight of sustainability and a reinforced
presentation of board effectiveness have become the norm.
While much has changed since 2015, Argyle’s core objective hasn’t… Our
team remains, “passionate about effective disclosure and the opportunity that
it represents for America’s corporations”. We are grateful to have developed
long-term relationships with some of the most respected public and private
companies in the world, and are excited to be part of what comes next.
Sincerely,
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2015 Introduction
Dear reader,
Welcome to Disclosure 2020SM, Argyle’sTM contribution to help your disclosures reach their fullest potential.

Why are we doing this?
Because we are passionate about effective disclosure and the opportunity that it represents for America’s
corporations.
Those of you who know us know – and those of you who don’t will soon learn – that developing, implementing
and sharing creative approaches to disclosure get us really excited. Late last year, we started talking about a
project to communicate our thinking and ideas to disclosure and governance professionals; Disclosure 2020 is
the result. With Disclosure 2020, we hope to contribute to enhanced disclosure practices. Of course, we also
hope that Disclosure 2020 will serve to introduce Argyle to a broad audience. But it is earnestly intended to
be much more than a marketing piece; rather, we hope it will empower you and the companies you represent
to create disclosures that optimally communicate with your investors and, by doing so, establish trust and
generate support.

One size does not fit all
In disclosure – as with other governance matters – one size does not fit all. Consequently, we bring a customized
approach to every engagement; we consider each company’s unique characteristics – its business, its culture,
its performance, its shareholder composition and other factors – before making recommendations on ways to
achieve more effective disclosure. As a result, the ideas presented on the following pages are not intended to
be read as a literal approach that can be used by any company to achieve more effective disclosure; rather, they
should be viewed as a series of constructive, individual examples that may help companies tell their stories more
effectively. You may disagree with some of our suggestions and in some cases dislike them, possibly intensely.
However, we hope – and believe – that even the ideas you don’t like will be provocative in the best sense of the
word: they will make you think about ways to enhance your company’s disclosures. After all, if you don’t tell your
story effectively, someone else will – and that someone else could be a proxy advisor or other party that does not
see things your way.

And what of regulation?
The SEC is also interested in more effective disclosure, and we expect to hear from them in the not-too-distant
future. However, the SEC has noted that companies can – and should – improve their disclosures even in the
absence of regulatory reform. We see this is as an opportunity for your company to demonstrate that it is
ahead of the curve and interested in engagement in the broadest sense – providing clear, robust and engaging
disclosure to all its shareholders and other constituencies. For example, rather than waiting until pay ratio
disclosures are required, why not talk now about employee compensation, at least in broad terms (see page 16
for an example). Again, if you don’t tell your story, someone else will.
All of us at Argyle know that static disclosure is boring disclosure. As a result, we are passionately committed to
more effective and engaging disclosure. We look forward to having you accompany us along the way.

Nancy Mentesana

Bob Lamm

Iain Poole

About Argyle
Argyle (www.argyle.company) is the shareholder communications advisory and design
division of DG3 (www.dg3.com).

www.argyleteam.com

We propose creative ideas and original thinking to help corporations communicate
messages through enhanced disclosure documents, digital media and investor
communications.
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We also enable clients to be more effective by offering time-saving, easy to use
and dependable solutions for the preparation, production and printing of disclosure
documents. Our proprietary technologies include Disclosure 2.0, which enables users
to prepare elegant disclosures collaboratively in Microsoft Word®, and our Graphics
Generator, which creates clear, impactful graphics in minutes for both SEC filings and
other documents. Our state-of-the-art 175,000 sq. ft. print and fulfillment facility is
located less than 50 miles from Broadridge®.

What we do
Because we manage every step in-house, we commit to the highest standards for your
disclosure project from beginning to end.
Consultancy
Copywriting
Design
Web
Execution
Printing

An experienced advisory team proposing original and relevant disclosure
expertise, messaging and strategy
Drafting, editing, structure and content
Distinctive design across EDGAR, print, online and mobile applications
Planning, building and hosting Annual Meeting and proxy fight websites
Typesetting, proofreading and global project management through to
EDGAR filing Online editing technology for text, tables, graphics
Complete in-house print and bindery

Contact us
To learn more please contact us at:
Argyle Company
401 Park Avenue South, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10016
(201) 793 5400
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info@argyle.company
www.argyle.company

A note of appreciation
Special thanks to Fay, Jhena, Melissa and all of the colleagues who contributed to the
preparation of Disclosure 2020. Teamwork to make the dream work!
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Document Architecture
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Document Architecture
Same Old Same Old
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Every year, someone at your company (probably you) takes out last year’s version of the 10-K or the proxy
statement and starts updating it. Though the mechanics have changed over the years, the process is largely
the same: For each new reporting period, we simply update the most recent filing. If last year’s proxy statement
presented the notice of meeting, followed by information about the meeting and voting, the director nominees,
executive compensation, the auditing firm, and shareholder proposals, this year’s proxy statement may differ only
in the details. Similarly, the basic structure of 10-Ks remains the same from year to year, generally following the
SEC’s Form 10-K.
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This formulaic approach has been criticized and questioned for years – the SEC staff and many others have
said time and again that you shouldn’t start out by marking up last year’s documents – but it’s what many still
do. However, if you want to communicate and engage constructively with critical stakeholders – what we call
marrying disclosure with communication – you need to think about breaking old habits.

Compliance doesn’t mean you have to follow the form
The SEC’s general instructions say that the 10-K “is not to be used as a blank form to be filled in, but only as a
guide in the preparation of the report.” However, year in and year out, companies do precisely what the general
instructions say they don’t have to do – they follow the form, listing Item 1 and so on, with the specific, detailed
title for each item and sub-item. Aside from being off-putting – it looks like a government form, and we all know
how exciting those can be – this approach leads to repetition, the inclusion of immaterial information and,
sometimes, a lack of focus on what’s really important. In other words, it may not be great disclosure and it’s
certainly not good communication.
We think that SEC filings can be good at both – full, fair and even robust disclosure can also be great
communication and a tool for constructive engagement with shareholders and other constituencies.

52 pickup
Some of you may recall the children’s card game – really a practical joke – called 52 pickup. You ask someone
if they want to play 52 pickup and when they say yes you dump a deck of cards on the floor and then say “pick
them up”. Not very clever (in fact, rather annoying), but it illustrates a way of thinking about your disclosure
documents: If you played 52 pickup with your documents, which pieces would you want – or need – to pick up
first?

Disclosure 2020SM

Another way of thinking about it may be more realistic – if you know that the readers of, say, your proxy statement
can devote no more than 20 minutes to that massive document, what would you want them to look at first and
where would you put it? In fact, this is likely your precise situation, as your major shareholders – the institutions
that hold the overwhelming majority of your shares (and therefore dictate voting outcomes) – rarely spend more
time than that on the proxy statement that you slave over year in and year out.

To figure out the architecture of your document, you need to think about the messages you want to communicate,
taking into account what your readers’ needs and questions are – or are likely to be. In the case of a 10-K, the
key messages might include your major achievements during the period, the things you are proud of, and the
things you may need to explain. In a proxy statement, you might want to convey the major accomplishments
of your board and committees over the course of the year, changes you made to your executive compensation
program, and how you improved your governance processes. The answers to these types of questions, as well
as what your investors want to know, should dictate the structure of the document. Of course, this suggests that
you already know what your investors’ questions are; if you have been engaging with them over the course of the
year, you know what their questions – and their hot buttons – are. If not… well, that’s another matter.
Let’s play 52 pickup with your proxy statement and figure out what the key pages are:

• How about a letter from your CEO and/or your Board Chair or Lead Independent Director? Isn’t a key purpose
of the proxy statement to demonstrate that your directors – including your board leadership – are engaged and
committed? If that’s the case, why not use the first page or two to achieve this goal? If a letter doesn’t suit you,
how about a Q&A?
• Information about the Meeting and Voting – The institutions that control your voting outcomes don’t want
or need this information. They know how to vote and they don’t attend most meetings, so you don’t need
to tell them that they need an admission card or that they can’t take pictures at the meeting. So move this
section to the back of the book and use this key proxy statement “real estate” to provide a proxy summary
or a CEO or board letter that tells them what they want to know – what has the board done since last year?
How has the compensation program improved? How has the company strengthened the ties between pay
and performance?
• Table of Contents – Sure, but do it dynamically and include a “where to find it” call-out for more information
that may be hard to find.

www.argyleteam.com

• The notice of meeting? We don’t think so. In fact, you can include the notice in a proxy summary or highlights
section that gives the key facts that your readers will want to know.
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How about a quick game of 52 pickup with your 10-K?
• First, let’s lose the sometimes wordy, other times meaningless captions that the SEC has created for
disclosure. For example, “Risk Factors” could be changed to “The Risks We Face and How We Deal with
Them”. And while we’re at it, let’s eliminate the various Item numbers in the SEC form; do they really matter?
• Second, how about putting the components of the 10-K in some reasonable order rather than the often
arbitrary order that the SEC Form 10-K uses?
• Some matters that are required to be disclosed in the 10-K are less important than they may have been when
the form was first developed many years ago. If things like “Properties” are not relevant to your company’s
business, consider moving it to a section at the back of the book that contains various topics that are
technically required but are no longer significant.
• Many of us have experienced the difficulties involved in hunting for an exhibit that’s listed in the 10-K but in
reality was filed with some other document a long time ago. Consider revising the approach to your exhibits
to include a link to where the reader can actually find the document, rather than requiring him or her to go on
an expedition.

‘Nuff said?
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We think you get the point. Play 52 pickup; look at your disclosure with fresh eyes; determine what’s really
important; and drive your readers to it.

Language
Drafting Effective Disclosure
Mere “disclosure” is no longer adequate. Even the word suggests something as dry as dust. Disclosure can and
should be effective communication; that’s the goal.

www.argyleteam.com

To draft effective disclosure, you need to know your audience – or, rather, your audiences. Who holds the bulk
of your shares? If, as is typical, institutional investors own 70% or more of your shares, that’s one thing; if a
significant chunk of your stock is owned by retail owners (including your employees), that may be a different
story. Also, you should bear in mind that not all institutional owners look (or think) alike. Your disclosures need to
be relevant to all your audiences – or as many audiences as possible.
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How to Create Human Disclosure
A key method of avoiding the “dry as dust” problem is to create empathy – in other words, make your disclosures
as human as possible. There are some tools to help you here, including the following.
Things To Do (or Not)

Examples

Use first and second person where practicable

“We believe…”
“You should review…”
No need to define the Compensation Committee as
the “Compensation Committee”
May be no need to define terms like the “Company” or
the “Board”
Don’t define the Compensation and Human Capital
Committee as the “Compensation and Human Capital
Committee” – pick something shorter
Avoid long sentences, long paragraphs and
convoluted grammar
Instead of “Director Engagement” say “Our Directors
Engage with Our Shareholders”

Don’t define terms that don’t need to be defined; it’s
too legalese and interrupts the flow

When you do define terms, keep it simple

Draft as conversationally as possible
Use tools, such as bullet points and boldface
captions, to emphasize key points, but make them
clear (so the reader doesn’t have to read a paragraph
to get the meaning)

Mastering Narrative Reporting
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This can be the hard part, because drafting narrative disclosure can depend on a wide variety of facts –
corporate culture, past history (including challenges), and all sorts of internal and external factors. Narrative
disclosure also reflects personal style, which can be very hard to change. Here are some hints to consider as you
prepare narrative disclosure:
• Draft from scratch – It’s very hard to do this, and it’s not always necessary, but every so often it’s a good idea
to just sit down and rewrite something you’ve been saying year in and year out. Has a particular section of the
proxy statement generated comments and questions, whether internally or from your investors? That section
would be a good candidate for a rewrite.
• Get a second opinion – Have someone who’s a good reader (and if you’re really lucky, a good editor) read your
document and tell you what he/she thinks. You’ll be surprised how effective some good advice of this type
can be.

Reduce Volume
This is another big challenge, particularly when in some cases SEC or accounting rules, and in other cases the
need to hammer home a point, make it necessary to repeat information. However, there are some tricks here as
well – in addition to the suggestions above – such as:
• Use tables, bullet points, and infographics – among other things – instead of words. You can often get your key
points across without using full sentences. These techniques can be very effective in reducing the amount of
text you need to state your case.
• Think carefully about whether you have to repeat the same thing in different places. Cross-references aren’t
always the most effective way to get a point across, but if it saves you a page of type, they’re worth it.

Don’t Be Such a Lawyer
Don’t get us wrong – we like lawyers (one of us is a lawyer, and we really like him). We know that lawyers take
their responsibility for disclosure very seriously, and lots of what they do is outstanding. But we’re compelled to
say that, at least sometimes, lawyers need lose their training just a bit to create more effective disclosure. Three
things in particular come to mind:
• Lawyers are trained to build to their conclusions rather than stating them up front and then supporting them.
That may work on TV or in the movies, but in real life your readers may lose interest before they get to the
“aha!” moment when you state your conclusions.
• Lawyers are also trained to include every fact that supports their position. Again, that may be great in a legal
argument, but if you provide every fact that supports your conclusions, your disclosures are likely to end up
being too detailed – which weakens your narrative power – and, again, your readers may have dozed off by the
time they get your point.

www.argyleteam.com

• As noted above, focus on your audiences – but within reason. Of course, different audiences may want you
to address different points. However, that doesn’t mean that you can or should give each and every audience
what it might like to see. Figure out what you need to disclose to satisfy the largest numbers of stakeholders
and realize that you may not be able to provide something for everyone.
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• Securities lawyers are trained to draft cautiously; they’re big on disclaimers, qualifying statements with
cautionary language, and the like. That’s fine, but it can sometimes lead to unassertive disclosure. We’re
absolutely not advocating hype or exaggeration, but there are times when you can state facts assertively and
leave it at that. That’s particularly true for executive summaries, where everything is qualified by the more
detailed disclosures in the back of the book.
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So lose your lawyer training, if just a bit. Start out with your conclusions and then support them. As you build
your support, think carefully about whether each supporting fact is really necessary or if it just clutters your
narrative. And be assertive when it’s appropriate.

Content Proposals
Brand, Strategy and the Investment Story
Readers think visually, and so communicating information in a way that is attractive to the eye increases the
likelihood of a message being seen, read and understood. As a case in point, an entirely narrative “Business”
section of the Form 10-K is a missed opportunity to tell an effective strategy and investment story.

Objectives
%%Present key achievements, messages and high-level strategy on one double page
www.argyleteam.com

%%Communicate brand, culture, values and the investment story
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%%Clearly and confidently articulate strategic focus and growth prospects
%%Visual elements encourage readers to dive deeper into content, whether online or in print
PROPOSED APPROACH

Communicate facts and your strengths
Because it is the “go to” document for
analysts and investors and looking for
hard facts about your company, your
10-K can be a great platform to tell
your story in way that is clear, crisp
and engaging

Engage your audience
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A presentation that uses graphics,
maps and design cues explains what a
business does more effectively than a
dense narrative

Use graphics to highlight
changes and achievements
since the last report

An opportunity to attract and
reinforce investment

www.argyleteam.com

Highlight major achievements
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Disclosure should comply and
establish trust with your readers
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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Reporting Risk
Reporting risk is an imperfect exercise. Corporations face multiple challenges, both known and unknown, and
although much time in the boardoom is focused on the oversight of risk, foresight can never be as accurate as
hindsight when it comes to spotting black swans.
Nonetheless, poor assessment of risk is considered by many to have been a root cause of the recent financial
crisis, and so investors and regulators expect and require improvements in reporting the risks businesses face.
Assuming that risk is appropriately anticipated and managed, what can be done to overcome the formulaic to
report risk in a way that is clear and informative?

Objectives
%%Report risk in a way that is more relevant to your audience

www.argyleteam.com

%%Focus on “real” risks – those more likely to happen – rather than every imaginable one
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%%Clarify the likelihood of the event coming to be
%%Explain whether a risk has grown or diminished since the last report
%%Highlight what is being done by the board and management to mitigate the risk
PROPOSED APPROACH

The presentation of risk factors
should be clear and digestible
The narrative presentation of risk in many
current 10-Ks can be long and difficult
to follow
Current risks are highlighted by theme
To be clear and concise, we propose
a tabular presentation of each risk, its
background, how it is being managed
and its evolution from the prior year
Link to supporting detail
In this case we guide readers to the
Proxy Statement for information on
executive compensation, and the
Company’s website for up-to-the-minute
information on IT security policies
Tell readers how this risk might affect
your company
Explain concisely how this risk could
impact your business
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Explain how the risk is being managed
Present steps taken by the board and
management to avert exposure to risk
Provide an informative description of
how the risk has evolved
Describe how the circumstances
around the risk have changed since the
last report

Disclosure 2020SM
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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Highlighting Performance
Performance data presented in graphic form can catch the attention of readers and highlight Company
achievements more effectively than tables or narratives. In addition, “Performance Highlights” may also be used
to explain why a given metric is important to success, and how it impacts executive compensation.
When presented with context, Performance Highlights become even more useful to current and potential
investors.

Objectives
%%Leverage the visual impact of graphics to present Company performance
%%Explain why each performance metric is important and relevant to your business
%%Link performance to executive rewards

www.argyleteam.com

PROPOSED APPROACH
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Performance, and its relationship with
compensation
In the proxy statement, performance
highlights are presented to provide
context for the compensation disclosures
that follow in the CD&A. In this example,
performance is linked to compensation in
a dashboard that could be expanded to
include outcomes

Establish year-round dialogue
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Encourage readers to visit your corporate
or annual meeting website for further
information
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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Summary Information
What does the future hold for summary information such as proxy summaries and “executive summaries” of
the CD&A and other disclosure components? At the moment, these summaries are useful – and in some cases
essential – to tell your story up front and effectively. As documents have become more voluminous, summaries
have enabled companies to communicate facts to readers who might otherwise rely on proxy advisor reports.

www.argyleteam.com

Yet despite their utility, summaries are little more than a bunch of facts – albeit presented effectively – that are
out of context rather than being part of a broader message. We are therefore proposing a bold combination of
a Board Letter and Proxy Summary to provide greater focus on governance facts and accomplishments, with
broader, supporting information on later pages for those readers who require it. We think a similar approach
can and should be employed to combine a meaningful Compensation Committee Report with the key facts that
investors will want to know – and should know – about compensation programs and practices that are discussed
in detail in the CD&A.

Disclosure 2020SM
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We believe this evolutionary approach will promote more transparent and concise reporting that better informs
readers of the company’s long-term prospects.

Objectives
%%Present information in a way that attracts readers’ attention
%%Give the board of directors/compensation committee a voice
%%Use formats that enable the board and its committees to highlight their key accomplishments during the prior
year accomplishments during the prior year
%%Establish dialogue around ongoing issues, address current concerns

PROPOSED APPROACH

The Board tells the governance
story and draws focus to progress
and achievements

www.argyleteam.com

A quality board is a prerequisite to
corporate success and is becoming
an increasingly important investment
consideration. An evolved board
letter could go beyond an isolated
proxy summary to highlight board
performance and offer readers more
of what they are looking for in terms of
governance information.
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Board facts
A photograph gives the board a
personality, while a “dashboard”
of Board facts highlights
director tenure and diversity of
background, culture, with page
references for supporting detail

The board letter presents
performance, takes a step back
to comment on the company’s
overall strategy to create
returns for shareholders, and
points out board actions that
impact investors’ portfolios,
such as share buybacks and
dividend increases
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The year’s performance story

The year’s compensation story
The board presents high-level
compensation messages, including
investor feedback and changes to
compensation during the prior year
Further ideas for the presentation
of executive compensation
• Executive Compensation
page 32

www.argyleteam.com

• Communicating with Visuals
page 38
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Compensation at a glance
An ‘at a glance’ overview of the
company’s compensation program
and outcomes.
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Employee compensation
CEO compensation packages
attract considerable attention, but
what of employees? Regardless
of pay ratio rules, corporations
could seize the opportunity to draw
attention to positive compensation
actions and opportunities offered
to employees
• See also “Company Cash Flow
Distribution” graphic presented
on page 39
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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Directors and the Board
Humanizing the Board is one of the toughest challenges in preparing proxy statements and other disclosures.
First, people who draft disclosure documents are generally not skilled at conveying the intangible qualities that
make for a good director. (This also reflects that securities lawyers are trained to avoid assertive disclosures in
favor of more cautionary language.) Second, the board is not just a group of individuals; ideally, it operates as a
collective with its own dynamics and personality. How do you demonstrate that your board members are great
individuals who act as a group? Here are some suggestions:
Photos – A picture may not be worth 1,000 words, but it comes pretty close. By using photos in your director
bios, you can demonstrate that your board is diverse, alert and possibly even energized. Consider photos of
directors as a group, or at a Company facility.

Personalized communications – What’s good for the CEO and board chair/lead director is also good for other
directors. Why not a personal statement about why Director A is passionate about the company’s business, her
role on the Compensation Committee, and so on? Note that a Q&A format can be useful here as well.

Objectives
%%Articulate director personality, character and their views on the board and how it operates

www.argyleteam.com

Director videos – This is an idea whose time has come, with some trendsetting companies putting videos
of some directors on their websites. There can be no better way to demonstrate a director’s engagement
and vitality.

%%Present director expertise and commitment to the company
%%Link the boardroom to the business

21
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%%Establish reader confidence in the board and its members

PROPOSED APPROACH

Linking the Boardroom to
the business

www.argyleteam.com

New director orientation,
strategic retreats, site visits and
the board’s role in shareholder
engagement serve to underline
director commitment.
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Director personality
Quotations are an excellent way to
highlight each director’s distinctive
character, present actions that evidence
good governance and add color
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Skills, experience and on symbols…
Emphasizing the relevant skills
and experience that each director
contributes to the board is a positive
trend. The proxy statement should
also explain why the skills and
areas of experience are relevant to
oversee the company’s business.
Finally, symbols should not be used
in isolation without an explanation;
one company’s “marketing” light
bulb may mean strategy in another
disclosure document.

Presenting the role of the
Board and its Committees

www.argyleteam.com

This at-a-glance flow-chart
presents the primary roles and
responsibilities of a board and
each of its committees, and
includes details on committee
membership and attendance
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Board, Committee and
Operational Oversight of Risk
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In the same manner, a flowchart can be used to articulate
the effective roles and
responsibilities of the board,
its committees and operational
management when it comes to
the oversight of risk
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FULL PAGE EXAMPLE
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Board and Committee Effectiveness
Investors continue to search for ways to assess whether the boards of the companies in which they invest are
comprised of the right people and have the skills and abilities to do their jobs well. Short of getting a seat in the
board room, disclosure provides one of the few ways for investors to make these assessments.

Objectives
%%Demonstrate that your directors – collectively – have the skills and experience to execute their duties effectively.
%%Convey that your directors are engaged and committed to the company and its shareholders and other
constituencies by discussing what they’ve done rather than what they are.
%%Address your investors’ interests by going beyond minimum disclosure requirements.

www.argyleteam.com

Disclosures along the following lines will provide your investors with a glimpse into board processes – and will
make your directors look good in the process.
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• Skill set disclosure – Unfortunately, SEC-mandated skill set disclosure has become boilerplate and is tedious
at best. More important, talking about individual skill sets doesn’t capture that the board is a group rather
than a bunch of individuals. And a detailed skills matrix poses some risks – including potential liability – of
having some directors perceived as single-skill board members. Infographics demonstrating collective board
skills and aptitudes are visually engaging and can be more meaningful.
• Committee reports – Investors have told us that they are tired of the standard committee report that does
little more than recite key provisions of the committee charter – how many members, principal qualifications,
and general duties. Interestingly, we hear this from committee members too – they work hard all year but
the committee reports just tell what each committee is rather than what it does. A robust committee report
can reduce or eliminate the boilerplate and talk about the matters tackled by the committee during the year,
demonstrating its effectiveness.
• Tell the end of the story – When possible, tell your investors what your board does with the information
it receives. For example, most companies report only that their board and committees conduct annual
self-assessments. Very few companies say what happens to them. You don’t have to give details or even
disclose areas where improvements may be needed. However, you can say, for example, to whom the
self-assessment results are reported; how the board or committee addresses an area where there is a need
for improvement; and whether the board or committee tracks improvements in that area year-to-year.

PROPOSED APPROACH
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Present process…
Reassure investors that the board has
established a thorough process to assess
how effectively it is operating
…and progress
After disclosing information around the
board evaluation process, present matters
that have been addressed to improve board
effectiveness.

Disclosure 2020SM
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Audit Committee Reports
Audit committees have many important responsibilities and, rightly or wrongly, are often blamed when things
go wrong, whether it’s a financial restatement or a compliance matter. However, most companies limit audit
committee disclosures to the minimum requirements – the composition of the committee (independence,
financial literacy, etc.) and boilerplate about the selection of the auditors.
This perfunctory disclosure has generated suggestions from many quarters, ranging from institutional
shareholders to the audit profession itself (see the Center for Audit Quality’s “Call to Action” and, most recently,
the SEC, which published a “Concept Release” on July 1, 2015.). In fact, even audit committee members are
pressing for more robust coverage of their work; one audit committee member said that he wishes that his
company’s proxy statement could say what the audit committee does rather than what it is. For consideration:

www.argyleteam.com

• Include a personal statement from the chair or even the full committee. Alternatively, use a Q&A approach to
“humanize” the chair or the committee – possibly in the form of a video interview on the company’s annual
meeting website.
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• Talk about the things the committee has done during the course of the prior year. For example, did the
committee oversee investigations into compliance matters? Do a major review of the company’s risk
profile? Implement some recommendations made during the last committee self-assessment (and, if so,
let people know what was accomplished)? Also, talk about the committee’s process for reviewing earnings
announcements and 10-Q filings. One practical approach is to look over the committee minutes for the prior
year to get a handle on what the committee has done.
• Explain the auditor selection process. The SEC mandates disclosure of certain things in connection with
auditor selection, but what does the committee actually do when it considers the auditor for the coming
year? Does it consider rotation? Does it meet with the engagement partner? Others in the audit firm? Does it
interview the company’s financial team to get its assessment of how well the current auditor is doing? Things
like this give a real flavor for the hands-on nature of the committee’s engagement.
By the way – talking about what the committee does rather than what it is doesn’t just apply to the audit
committee; it goes for every other standing committee as well, including committees that aren’t required to be
discussed in the proxy statement (e.g., risk and public policy committees).

Objectives
%%Demonstrate the engagement and vigilance of the audit committee
%%Highlight actions from the prior year, and areas of focus for the following year
%%Establish trust in the audit committee and its members

Overview of the Year
A straightforward explanation
of how the committee operates

Disclosure 2020SM

What the audit committee
did over the past year
An at-a-glance overview of committee
actions and accomplishments
Forward-looking disclosure
An introduction to the committee’s areas
of focus for the year to come

Disclosure 2020SM
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Executive Compensation
For the foreseeable future, the Compensation Discussion & Analysis will be one of the most sensitive items of
disclosure that corporations publish. Shareholders seize upon the “Say on Pay” voting item to express their
dissatisfaction with poor – or poorly explained – compensation practices, and use a “no” vote to express
dissatisfaction at corporate performance.
An Executive Summary can be used to clarify reader understanding of executive compensation matters, and as
corporations seek to get their point across and counterbalance arguments put forward by proxy advisors in their
reports, summary sections are becoming a standard feature.

Objectives
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%%Create an introduction to the CD&A that enables the compensation committee to explain what it has done in a
frank and direct manner

Disclosure 2020SM
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%%A message from the Chair of the compensation committee might be used to bring color to the committee
report and state why shareholders should support the “Say on Pay” voting item
%%In the early pages of the CD&A, present facts clearly and succinctly and avoid unnecessary detail

PROPOSED APPROACH

At a glance information
The first pages of the CD&A should be
used to communicate qualitative and
quantitative information that is tailored
to a company’s circumstances

www.argyleteam.com

Compensation explained
How does the company’s executive
compensation program work? What
are the supporting principles?
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Potential and actual
compensation outcomes
Graphics enable readers to
understand how performance
impacts the total direct
compensation opportunity,
whether the leadership team
outperforms or underperforms

A frank and direct message
from the compensation
committee can be used to
articulate why shareholders
should support the executive
compensation program
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Why should investors
support the Company’s
compensation program?

Disclosure 2020SM
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Design
Disruptive Presentation
Be heard, not herd! Information design features can influence readers by guiding them to key messages, thereby
increasing the likelihood that they will read, understand and support the company’s story and perspective rather
than that of a proxy advisor or other party’s version.
Information Architecture

www.argyleteam.com

Clear titles

Call out information
Visual support

Help readers navigate disclosure by applying clear levels of title. Correctly applied section
titles create a visual hierarchy in which important elements are emphasized and content is
organized logically
Emphasize key messages with the use of call-out boxes. This tool is an effective way to
direct readers’ attention and disrupt dense content. Use sparingly to maximize impact
Graphics are an effective way of communicating complex principles in a more concise,
simplified manner than text, and are useful when extracting key takeaways from
lengthy content

Navigation Tools
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Page references

Page guides

Intradocument links

It is helpful to guide readers to where they can find further information across disclosure
documents and beyond. This also gives the Company a cohesive approach towards
communicating with shareholders.
Readers should understand instinctively where they are in a particular document. Page
guides allow for document navigation without needing to refer to the table of contents,
and are particularly useful when a section or page is separated from the balance of
the document.
In online formats, whether EDGAR HTML, PDF or evolved HTML, all references to
pages or sections should be “live” so that a reader can easily navigate from one
section to the next.

PROPOSED APPROACH

If you don’t want readers to miss it, call it out

Disclosure 2020SM

Call-out boxes attract reader attention, even more so
when a second color is used (consider using color
for online documents even if you print in black only)

Here, a table is used to highlight
investor feedback, what the
Board has done in response

Flowcharts are an effective way to
present information in a way that
is easier to digest than a narrative
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Flowcharts
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Tables that tell a story

Communicating with Visuals
When the objective is quick, clear communication of a complex subject – executive compensation for example –
graphics trump text almost every time.
This being the case, bar charts, pie charts, plot graphs and even infographics have grown in popularity in
disclosure documents. Graphics are used to communicate complex data for precise, effective and quick analysis,
and when presented alongside well drafted text and clear tables, graphics articulate facts to shareholders in a
way that is engaging and in compliance with the SEC’s EDGAR rules.

Objectives
%%Present information in a way that is crisp, clear and informative
%%Avoid fussy, cluttered graphics or visuals that do not aid reader understanding of the subject at hand
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%%Graphics in disclosure documents must be complemented by a user’s ability to search for required information
on EDGAR
PROPOSED APPROACH

Potential compensation outcomes
A graphic can be used to explain
clearly how much a CEO or NEO
would earn under “minimum”,
“on-target” and “maximum”
payout scenarios
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Target weighting and achievement

Disclosure 2020SM

Explain the weighting of each
portion of a long- or short-term
target, with the compensation
opportunity and outcome

Providing context
for compensation
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By explaining cash outflows, a
corporation can provide context
for the aggregate total cost of
executive compensation
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Compensation timelines
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Present compensation schedules in graphic
form to highlight performance periods,
vesting schedules and clawback provisions

Dissemination
Customized Print
Existing print technology advances make it possible for you to optimize the value of your mailed disclosure
documents. This is particularly true when targeting registered shareowners.
Most companies engage with their top investors through shareholder outreach programs. However, using print
media and tracking feedback, companies have the opportunity to target communications to specific individuals
or groups, eliciting responses and using the once static printed document as a dynamic engagement tool.
This allows for a greater understanding of the investors’ values and helps the company to better address
shareholder interests.
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PROPOSED APPROACH
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Personalized communication
Digital printing can make each document unique.
This provides opportunities to present targeted
documents to your investors – especially those
that have provided feedback on the company’s
governance, business and other practices:
• Pursue year-round dialogue by providing
customized updates, targeting key interests
based off feedback forms or shareholder
engagement programs.
• Target individuals by addressing them by name in
the proxy statement letter, additional solicitation
materials or investor presentations.
Perforation
A perforation on the back cover of your proxy
statement or annual report provides possibilities,
including:
• Entry tickets to the annual meeting
of shareholders
• Discount coupons for retail products
• Links to software/apps or products
• Codes for limited access to online events/
sales/downloads

Disclosure 2020SM

Codes
Individual, custom QR or barcodes on the back
of your printed document can provide valuable
information on investor behavior. A personalized QR
code can lead your reader to resources including:
• Directions to the annual meeting from their
mailing address
• Responsive content based on a brief survey on
their primary disclosure interests
• indirect feedback on what matters most to
your readers

Dedicated Websites
Dedicated websites can be created and launched in a tight timeframe, making this an effective response to
special situations such as a proxy fight or high-stakes annual meeting.
Primary functions of an annual meeting website are to present annual meeting materials in one place, clearly
articulate key messages and encourage positive participation. Content can be updated as required to inform
investors of any changes in the run-up to the annual meeting – supplementary materials for example, or changes
made in response to shareholder feedback.
In the same manner as dissident investors use the internet to tell their story, a dedicated “defense” website can
ensure that a corporation generates equal or greater traffic, and can attract attention to its governance and
strategic strengths.

• Learn through analytics — what shareholders are looking at, talking about and asking
• Tell your story — draw shareholders to your message. This is particularly important in activist situations or
challenging meetings
• Modernize your solicitation strategy — achieve consistent presentation and messaging across all disclosure
• Continuous communication — Websites and social media will play a growing role in the communication of
corporate governance and investor relations
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Website considerations:

Providing readers with relevant and timely online content and access to disclosure offers the opportunity to
establish a year-round dialogue and gather valuable feedback from investors.
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Website benefits

Increased support of
management proposals
A platform suitable for video
Encourage participation
Reach a broader audience

Companies that have adopted annual meeting websites have reduced broker
non-votes by as much as 8%
Particularly in the case of companies with a notable retail or employee ownership
Present video biographies of members of the Board and management, or a
brief welcome
Call site visitors to action by explaining how to vote in simple terms, and by
providing links.
A Company’s website should be simple to use and offer helpful
navigation functionalities

Example: www.weatherfordannualmeeting.com

Optimize online presentation
Most readers carry their smartphone or tablet
with them wherever they go. Optimizing content
to be accessible across all digital platforms
ensures your disclosure is equally clear and
impactful across all device types.
Disclosure 2020SM

Lower broker non-votes

About Argyle
We are a creative communications firm offering end-to-end,
in-house execution capabilities.
Our experienced and passionate team is composed of attorneys, designers,
project managers, thinkers and web developers. We collaborate together
around a process that encompasses drafting, editing, designing and
publishing across all digital and print channels.
We are thrilled that communications prepared by Argyle have contributed
to trustful relationships between our clients and their readers, whether
investors, employees or other stakeholders.
In turn, our commitment to our clients has resulted in meaningful long-term
relationships with some of the most respected public and private companies
in the world.
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